Self-Adhering mod bit accessories
• #421 Mod Bit Flashing Adhesive–Trowel Grade – Used for
completion of flashings, seams, and sealing around penetrations.
3 or 5-gal. pail
• #271 Mod Bit Sealant – Used at terminations and flashings and in
seams at end laps. 10.3-oz. tube
• #121 Asphalt Primer – Required to prime concrete, aged wood,
masonry, and metallic surfaces prior to application of the
self-adhering membranes. For systems using a base sheet,
application is recommended prior to the application of the base
sheet for best results. Apply only over dry, dust-free surfaces.
Must be thoroughly dry to the touch before applying the selfadhering membrane. 14-oz can or 5-gal. pail.

Why Mule-hide?
We help you grow your business
When you choose Mule-Hide roofing materials for a project,
you get more than just the best products from a company
that’s been helping contractors for over a century now. We
offer individualized service designed to help you get the job
done right the first time – so you can get on to the next job,
and get that one done right, as well. Mule-Hide products are
available through the nation’s largest distribution channel,
and we truly care about your success.

Contact Mule-Hide Products for specific product approvals and ratings. Featured
industry association/organization logos are U.S. registered trademarks. Mule-Hide
is an AIA registered CES provider. Energy Star is only valid in the United States for
Roofing Products.

What Special Solutions
Support means to you:
• Attention to detail
• Individualized assistance
• Project level technical assistance
• Alternative methods of installation

Mayo 420
building
brought
back to life
Built in 1910,
during Tulsa’s
original oil boom, the Mayo
Building was a proud landmark in
the downtown that grew up around
it.  By 1994, however, the years
had taken their toll and the last
office tenant had moved out.
In 2008, Wiggin Properties bought
the Mayo Building and set about
redeveloping it as luxury rental
apartments. “This project was
a total redo. Half the roof was
missing, there was extensive water
damage and we had to completely
replace all of the mechanicals,”
Vice President Emily Rohleder said.
Contractor Don Watkins selected
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
for the job, citing multiple reasons
for his choice:“It’s very durable
and it looks good. It’s very easy
to apply, and because it is selfadhering, you don’t need kettles
or torches which makes it much
safer,” he said. He also noted that
this product comes in 40-inch rolls,
which makes it easier to transport
to rooftops than the typical
seven- or 10-foot rolls. “By the
time the cap sheet was installed,
the exterior elevator had been
removed and we had to take all
of our materials up in the internal
elevators, so it really helped to
have smaller rolls.”  

Customer Line: 800-786-1492 • www.mulehide.com

Check our website monthly for the latest updates & technical bulletins.

National Support Center • 1195 Prince Hall Drive • Beloit, WI 53511 • tel. 608.365.3111 • fax. 608.365.7852

Self-Adhering
Mod Bit
Roofing SYSTEMS

Visit the Mule-Hide website at www.mulehide.com prior to any installation for updated technical specifications and details.
Mule-Hide, FastLap and SealLap are U.S. registered trademark. All rights reserved.
©2002 Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. • Printed in USA • MH LIT# 90.00510 • Rev. 3 2/14
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The information herein should not be considered all-inclusive and should always be accompanied by a review of the Mule-Hide specifications and
guidelines and good application practices.
This information herein is based upon data and knowledge considered to be true and accurate at the time of printing and is provided for the
reader’s consideration, investigation and verification. No statement made by anyone may supersede this information, except when done in writing
by Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. does not warrant any results to be obtained. Statements concerning possible use
of Mule-Hide products are made without knowledge of your particular roof and such an application may not be fit for your particular purpose.
MULE-HIDE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, except written warranties attached to Mule-Hide products and written warranties signed by an officer of Mule-Hide.
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Our Promise
Through ongoing interchange of experiences
with contractors, Mule-Hide keeps on
top of the latest roofing requirements
and solutions
Trusted in roofing since 1906, Mule-Hide is the right choice
for all kinds of installations. Our time-tested and proven
systems are affordable and easy to install. They can meet
even the strictest demands of today’s commercial, industrial,
and institutional buildings.
We can help you with everything from membrane selection
to determining the best way to ensure a watertight roof. And
because providing total roofing systems is our business,
you can count on Mule-Hide to ensure the compatibility
and performance of the components we provide with
each system.

System Benefits
Fast, Versatile, and Insurance Friendly
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit roofing systems install
quickly and adhere to a wide range of substrates and
baseplies without hot asphalt or flames. Ideal for low-slope
and steeper slopes.

Energy Efficient, Attractive Roofs
Available in twelve popular colors including standard white.
Light-colored surfaces have been shown to reflect the
sun’s rays which reduces air-conditioning costs. Attractive
ceramic granule surface cap sheets.
• No need to hire a kettle man and watch him
idle below you as the rest of the crew is hard at
work above
• Great for crew retention – cleaner and safer. It may
even reduce insurance costs.

Warranty Program
Mule-Hide offers an extensive
warranty program with several
options for commercial projects,
including Membrane Warranties,
Standard System Warranties and
Premium System Warranties.  
Complete information on the
warranties can be found at our
website: www.mulehide.com, under
the Warranty Information tab.
A Mule-Hide representative
inspects all commercial projects
for which a Standard System
Warranty or a Premium System
Warranty is requested prior to
the issuance of the warranty. To
be eligible for a System Warranty
(either Standard or Premium),
the installing contractor must be
a Mule-Hide Warranty Eligible
contractor. More information on
becoming a Mule-Hide Warranty
Eligible Contractor can be found
at our Web site: www.mulehide.
com, under the Warranty
Information tab.
Mule-Hide also offers a selection
of Membrane Warranties that are
available for residential (single
family dwelling) projects.

Repairable
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
is manufactured with high-quality
compounds so it remains repairable
year after year, allowing for ease of
future cutouts and tie-ins.

Product information
Fast, clean, insurance friendly application
can mean lower labor and insurance
costs, a system that’s easy to sell, and
crew retention
• SEALLap® extra adhesive selvage treatment on
      side and end laps offer instant bonding rollto-roll and enhanced sealability – factory-quality
field seams. Especially ideal under low
temperature conditions.
• Granule-free FASTLap® speeds end laps and offers
more reliable seams

Strength
The latest in adhesive technology combined with proven
waterproofing compounds. Our product has a “dual
compound” reinforced membranes with proprietary
adhesive formulation on the bottom surface. Patented
SEALLap® & FASTLap® engineering provides stronger,
more reliable seams and laps. Ideal for new construction
and retrofit installations.

Trusted Performance
Meet or exceed the same ASTM standards as traditional
Mod Bit.
SA-APP Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6222.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
SA-SBS Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6164.
Type I and ASTM D1970.

Premium quality, commercial
grade products with
proven performance
• Only our self-adhesive
technology delivers a SelfAdhering APP Mod Bit.
It’s patented!
• ‘True’ SBS & APP compound on
the top – the traditional
formulations contractors have
used for years in hot and cold
applications, but with no asphalt
bleed out and mess
• High performance polyester
reinforced mat cap sheets,
and fiberglass reinforced mat
base sheets

Roll Size

Coverage
Rate

SA Base Sheet

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Patented MVACC manufacturing
process produces premium
membranes that meet or exceed
the same ASTM standards as
traditional Mod Bit, plus meet
ASTM D 1970

SA Base Sheet (FR)

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

Nail Base

65'-8” x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Years of field-proven
performance – winters and
summers, hot and cold climates

APP Cap Sheets

• New generation pressuresensitive adhesive

Sheets
Base Sheets

SBS Cap Sheets
SA-SBS Cap Sheet (Granulated) 32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.
SA-SBS Cap Sheet (Fire Rated)

32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.

SA-APP Cap Sheet (Granulated) 32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.
SA-APP Cap Sheet (Fire Rated)

32'10" x 3'-3 3/8"

100 sq. ft.

SA Base Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6163.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
Cap Sheets available in 10 standard colors and 2 special order colors: green (solid,
no blend), and red (solid, no blend).

Environmentally Friendly
• Flame-free
• Fume-free

White

Weather Wood

Buff

Black

Chestnut

Red Blend

Oak

Pine Green

• Pollution-free

• Elevator portability for high-rise building projects
• Project Staging – SA Base Sheet can be exposed
90 days
• Reinforced membranes offer long-term,             
watertight integrity you can count on
• Ideal for building owners and facility managers
who don’t want hot asphalt, flames, or fumes near
building occupants
• Fast growing in popularity with its minimal disruption
to building operations and the environment

FASTLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Granule-Free End Laps
SEALLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Field Seams Due to Extra Adhesive
on Side Laps & End Laps

Gray Slate

Heather Blend

Green (Special Order)

Red (Special Order)

		

		

Our Promise
Through ongoing interchange of experiences
with contractors, Mule-Hide keeps on
top of the latest roofing requirements
and solutions
Trusted in roofing since 1906, Mule-Hide is the right choice
for all kinds of installations. Our time-tested and proven
systems are affordable and easy to install. They can meet
even the strictest demands of today’s commercial, industrial,
and institutional buildings.
We can help you with everything from membrane selection
to determining the best way to ensure a watertight roof. And
because providing total roofing systems is our business,
you can count on Mule-Hide to ensure the compatibility
and performance of the components we provide with
each system.

System Benefits
Fast, Versatile, and Insurance Friendly
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit roofing systems install
quickly and adhere to a wide range of substrates and
baseplies without hot asphalt or flames. Ideal for low-slope
and steeper slopes.

Energy Efficient, Attractive Roofs
Available in twelve popular colors including standard white.
Light-colored surfaces have been shown to reflect the
sun’s rays which reduces air-conditioning costs. Attractive
ceramic granule surface cap sheets.
• No need to hire a kettle man and watch him
idle below you as the rest of the crew is hard at
work above
• Great for crew retention – cleaner and safer. It may
even reduce insurance costs.

Warranty Program
Mule-Hide offers an extensive
warranty program with several
options for commercial projects,
including Membrane Warranties,
Standard System Warranties and
Premium System Warranties.  
Complete information on the
warranties can be found at our
website: www.mulehide.com, under
the Warranty Information tab.
A Mule-Hide representative
inspects all commercial projects
for which a Standard System
Warranty or a Premium System
Warranty is requested prior to
the issuance of the warranty. To
be eligible for a System Warranty
(either Standard or Premium),
the installing contractor must be
a Mule-Hide Warranty Eligible
contractor. More information on
becoming a Mule-Hide Warranty
Eligible Contractor can be found
at our Web site: www.mulehide.
com, under the Warranty
Information tab.
Mule-Hide also offers a selection
of Membrane Warranties that are
available for residential (single
family dwelling) projects.

Repairable
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
is manufactured with high-quality
compounds so it remains repairable
year after year, allowing for ease of
future cutouts and tie-ins.

Product information
Fast, clean, insurance friendly application
can mean lower labor and insurance
costs, a system that’s easy to sell, and
crew retention
• SEALLap® extra adhesive selvage treatment on
      side and end laps offer instant bonding rollto-roll and enhanced sealability – factory-quality
field seams. Especially ideal under low
temperature conditions.
• Granule-free FASTLap® speeds end laps and offers
more reliable seams

Strength
The latest in adhesive technology combined with proven
waterproofing compounds. Our product has a “dual
compound” reinforced membranes with proprietary
adhesive formulation on the bottom surface. Patented
SEALLap® & FASTLap® engineering provides stronger,
more reliable seams and laps. Ideal for new construction
and retrofit installations.

Trusted Performance
Meet or exceed the same ASTM standards as traditional
Mod Bit.
SA-APP Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6222.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
SA-SBS Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6164.
Type I and ASTM D1970.

Premium quality, commercial
grade products with
proven performance
• Only our self-adhesive
technology delivers a SelfAdhering APP Mod Bit.
It’s patented!
• ‘True’ SBS & APP compound on
the top – the traditional
formulations contractors have
used for years in hot and cold
applications, but with no asphalt
bleed out and mess
• High performance polyester
reinforced mat cap sheets,
and fiberglass reinforced mat
base sheets

Roll Size

Coverage
Rate

SA Base Sheet

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Patented MVACC manufacturing
process produces premium
membranes that meet or exceed
the same ASTM standards as
traditional Mod Bit, plus meet
ASTM D 1970

SA Base Sheet (FR)

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

Nail Base

65'-8” x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Years of field-proven
performance – winters and
summers, hot and cold climates

APP Cap Sheets

• New generation pressuresensitive adhesive

Sheets
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SA-SBS Cap Sheet (Granulated) 32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.
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SA Base Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6163.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
Cap Sheets available in 10 standard colors and 2 special order colors: green (solid,
no blend), and red (solid, no blend).

Environmentally Friendly
• Flame-free
• Fume-free

White

Weather Wood

Buff

Black

Chestnut

Red Blend

Oak

Pine Green

• Pollution-free

• Elevator portability for high-rise building projects
• Project Staging – SA Base Sheet can be exposed
90 days
• Reinforced membranes offer long-term,             
watertight integrity you can count on
• Ideal for building owners and facility managers
who don’t want hot asphalt, flames, or fumes near
building occupants
• Fast growing in popularity with its minimal disruption
to building operations and the environment

FASTLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Granule-Free End Laps
SEALLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Field Seams Due to Extra Adhesive
on Side Laps & End Laps

Gray Slate

Heather Blend

Green (Special Order)

Red (Special Order)
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Trusted in roofing since 1906, Mule-Hide is the right choice
for all kinds of installations. Our time-tested and proven
systems are affordable and easy to install. They can meet
even the strictest demands of today’s commercial, industrial,
and institutional buildings.
We can help you with everything from membrane selection
to determining the best way to ensure a watertight roof. And
because providing total roofing systems is our business,
you can count on Mule-Hide to ensure the compatibility
and performance of the components we provide with
each system.

System Benefits
Fast, Versatile, and Insurance Friendly
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit roofing systems install
quickly and adhere to a wide range of substrates and
baseplies without hot asphalt or flames. Ideal for low-slope
and steeper slopes.

Energy Efficient, Attractive Roofs
Available in twelve popular colors including standard white.
Light-colored surfaces have been shown to reflect the
sun’s rays which reduces air-conditioning costs. Attractive
ceramic granule surface cap sheets.
• No need to hire a kettle man and watch him
idle below you as the rest of the crew is hard at
work above
• Great for crew retention – cleaner and safer. It may
even reduce insurance costs.

Warranty Program
Mule-Hide offers an extensive
warranty program with several
options for commercial projects,
including Membrane Warranties,
Standard System Warranties and
Premium System Warranties.  
Complete information on the
warranties can be found at our
website: www.mulehide.com, under
the Warranty Information tab.
A Mule-Hide representative
inspects all commercial projects
for which a Standard System
Warranty or a Premium System
Warranty is requested prior to
the issuance of the warranty. To
be eligible for a System Warranty
(either Standard or Premium),
the installing contractor must be
a Mule-Hide Warranty Eligible
contractor. More information on
becoming a Mule-Hide Warranty
Eligible Contractor can be found
at our Web site: www.mulehide.
com, under the Warranty
Information tab.
Mule-Hide also offers a selection
of Membrane Warranties that are
available for residential (single
family dwelling) projects.

Repairable
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
is manufactured with high-quality
compounds so it remains repairable
year after year, allowing for ease of
future cutouts and tie-ins.

Product information
Fast, clean, insurance friendly application
can mean lower labor and insurance
costs, a system that’s easy to sell, and
crew retention
• SEALLap® extra adhesive selvage treatment on
      side and end laps offer instant bonding rollto-roll and enhanced sealability – factory-quality
field seams. Especially ideal under low
temperature conditions.
• Granule-free FASTLap® speeds end laps and offers
more reliable seams

Strength
The latest in adhesive technology combined with proven
waterproofing compounds. Our product has a “dual
compound” reinforced membranes with proprietary
adhesive formulation on the bottom surface. Patented
SEALLap® & FASTLap® engineering provides stronger,
more reliable seams and laps. Ideal for new construction
and retrofit installations.

Trusted Performance
Meet or exceed the same ASTM standards as traditional
Mod Bit.
SA-APP Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6222.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
SA-SBS Cap Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6164.
Type I and ASTM D1970.

Premium quality, commercial
grade products with
proven performance
• Only our self-adhesive
technology delivers a SelfAdhering APP Mod Bit.
It’s patented!
• ‘True’ SBS & APP compound on
the top – the traditional
formulations contractors have
used for years in hot and cold
applications, but with no asphalt
bleed out and mess
• High performance polyester
reinforced mat cap sheets,
and fiberglass reinforced mat
base sheets

Roll Size

Coverage
Rate

SA Base Sheet

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Patented MVACC manufacturing
process produces premium
membranes that meet or exceed
the same ASTM standards as
traditional Mod Bit, plus meet
ASTM D 1970

SA Base Sheet (FR)

65'-8" x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

Nail Base

65'-8” x 3'-3 3/8"

200 sq. ft.

• Years of field-proven
performance – winters and
summers, hot and cold climates

APP Cap Sheets

• New generation pressuresensitive adhesive

Sheets
Base Sheets

SBS Cap Sheets
SA-SBS Cap Sheet (Granulated) 32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.
SA-SBS Cap Sheet (Fire Rated)

32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.

SA-APP Cap Sheet (Granulated) 32'-10" x 3'-3 3/8" 100 sq. ft.
SA-APP Cap Sheet (Fire Rated)

32'10" x 3'-3 3/8"

100 sq. ft.

SA Base Sheets meet or exceed ASTM D6163.
Type I and ASTM D1970.
Cap Sheets available in 10 standard colors and 2 special order colors: green (solid,
no blend), and red (solid, no blend).

Environmentally Friendly
• Flame-free
• Fume-free

White

Weather Wood

Buff

Black

Chestnut

Red Blend

Oak

Pine Green

• Pollution-free

• Elevator portability for high-rise building projects
• Project Staging – SA Base Sheet can be exposed
90 days
• Reinforced membranes offer long-term,             
watertight integrity you can count on
• Ideal for building owners and facility managers
who don’t want hot asphalt, flames, or fumes near
building occupants
• Fast growing in popularity with its minimal disruption
to building operations and the environment

FASTLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Granule-Free End Laps
SEALLap® Patented Factory-Quality,
Field Seams Due to Extra Adhesive
on Side Laps & End Laps

Gray Slate

Heather Blend

Green (Special Order)

Red (Special Order)

Self-Adhering mod bit accessories
• #421 Mod Bit Flashing Adhesive–Trowel Grade – Used for
completion of flashings, seams, and sealing around penetrations.
3 or 5-gal. pail
• #271 Mod Bit Sealant – Used at terminations and flashings and in
seams at end laps. 10.3-oz. tube
• #121 Asphalt Primer – Required to prime concrete, aged wood,
masonry, and metallic surfaces prior to application of the
self-adhering membranes. For systems using a base sheet,
application is recommended prior to the application of the base
sheet for best results. Apply only over dry, dust-free surfaces.
Must be thoroughly dry to the touch before applying the selfadhering membrane. 14-oz can or 5-gal. pail.

Why Mule-hide?
We help you grow your business
When you choose Mule-Hide roofing materials for a project,
you get more than just the best products from a company
that’s been helping contractors for over a century now. We
offer individualized service designed to help you get the job
done right the first time – so you can get on to the next job,
and get that one done right, as well. Mule-Hide products are
available through the nation’s largest distribution channel,
and we truly care about your success.

Contact Mule-Hide Products for specific product approvals and ratings. Featured
industry association/organization logos are U.S. registered trademarks. Mule-Hide
is an AIA registered CES provider. Energy Star is only valid in the United States for
Roofing Products.

What Special Solutions
Support means to you:
• Attention to detail
• Individualized assistance
• Project level technical assistance
• Alternative methods of installation

Mayo 420
building
brought
back to life
Built in 1910,
during Tulsa’s
original oil boom, the Mayo
Building was a proud landmark in
the downtown that grew up around
it.  By 1994, however, the years
had taken their toll and the last
office tenant had moved out.
In 2008, Wiggin Properties bought
the Mayo Building and set about
redeveloping it as luxury rental
apartments. “This project was
a total redo. Half the roof was
missing, there was extensive water
damage and we had to completely
replace all of the mechanicals,”
Vice President Emily Rohleder said.
Contractor Don Watkins selected
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
for the job, citing multiple reasons
for his choice:“It’s very durable
and it looks good. It’s very easy
to apply, and because it is selfadhering, you don’t need kettles
or torches which makes it much
safer,” he said. He also noted that
this product comes in 40-inch rolls,
which makes it easier to transport
to rooftops than the typical
seven- or 10-foot rolls. “By the
time the cap sheet was installed,
the exterior elevator had been
removed and we had to take all
of our materials up in the internal
elevators, so it really helped to
have smaller rolls.”  

Customer Line: 800-786-1492 • www.mulehide.com

Check our website monthly for the latest updates & technical bulletins.

National Support Center • 1195 Prince Hall Drive • Beloit, WI 53511 • tel. 608.365.3111 • fax. 608.365.7852

Self-Adhering
Mod Bit
Roofing SYSTEMS

Visit the Mule-Hide website at www.mulehide.com prior to any installation for updated technical specifications and details.
Mule-Hide, FastLap and SealLap are U.S. registered trademark. All rights reserved.
©2002 Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. • Printed in USA • MH LIT# 90.00510 • Rev. 3 2/14
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The information herein should not be considered all-inclusive and should always be accompanied by a review of the Mule-Hide specifications and
guidelines and good application practices.
This information herein is based upon data and knowledge considered to be true and accurate at the time of printing and is provided for the
reader’s consideration, investigation and verification. No statement made by anyone may supersede this information, except when done in writing
by Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. does not warrant any results to be obtained. Statements concerning possible use
of Mule-Hide products are made without knowledge of your particular roof and such an application may not be fit for your particular purpose.
MULE-HIDE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, except written warranties attached to Mule-Hide products and written warranties signed by an officer of Mule-Hide.
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Self-Adhering mod bit accessories
• #421 Mod Bit Flashing Adhesive–Trowel Grade – Used for
completion of flashings, seams, and sealing around penetrations.
3 or 5-gal. pail
• #271 Mod Bit Sealant – Used at terminations and flashings and in
seams at end laps. 10.3-oz. tube
• #121 Asphalt Primer – Required to prime concrete, aged wood,
masonry, and metallic surfaces prior to application of the
self-adhering membranes. For systems using a base sheet,
application is recommended prior to the application of the base
sheet for best results. Apply only over dry, dust-free surfaces.
Must be thoroughly dry to the touch before applying the selfadhering membrane. 14-oz can or 5-gal. pail.

Why Mule-hide?
We help you grow your business
When you choose Mule-Hide roofing materials for a project,
you get more than just the best products from a company
that’s been helping contractors for over a century now. We
offer individualized service designed to help you get the job
done right the first time – so you can get on to the next job,
and get that one done right, as well. Mule-Hide products are
available through the nation’s largest distribution channel,
and we truly care about your success.

Contact Mule-Hide Products for specific product approvals and ratings. Featured
industry association/organization logos are U.S. registered trademarks. Mule-Hide
is an AIA registered CES provider. Energy Star is only valid in the United States for
Roofing Products.

What Special Solutions
Support means to you:
• Attention to detail
• Individualized assistance
• Project level technical assistance
• Alternative methods of installation

Mayo 420
building
brought
back to life
Built in 1910,
during Tulsa’s
original oil boom, the Mayo
Building was a proud landmark in
the downtown that grew up around
it.  By 1994, however, the years
had taken their toll and the last
office tenant had moved out.
In 2008, Wiggin Properties bought
the Mayo Building and set about
redeveloping it as luxury rental
apartments. “This project was
a total redo. Half the roof was
missing, there was extensive water
damage and we had to completely
replace all of the mechanicals,”
Vice President Emily Rohleder said.
Contractor Don Watkins selected
Mule-Hide Self-Adhering Mod Bit
for the job, citing multiple reasons
for his choice:“It’s very durable
and it looks good. It’s very easy
to apply, and because it is selfadhering, you don’t need kettles
or torches which makes it much
safer,” he said. He also noted that
this product comes in 40-inch rolls,
which makes it easier to transport
to rooftops than the typical
seven- or 10-foot rolls. “By the
time the cap sheet was installed,
the exterior elevator had been
removed and we had to take all
of our materials up in the internal
elevators, so it really helped to
have smaller rolls.”  

Customer Line: 800-786-1492 • www.mulehide.com

Check our website monthly for the latest updates & technical bulletins.

National Support Center • 1195 Prince Hall Drive • Beloit, WI 53511 • tel. 608.365.3111 • fax. 608.365.7852

Self-Adhering
Mod Bit
Roofing SYSTEMS

Visit the Mule-Hide website at www.mulehide.com prior to any installation for updated technical specifications and details.
Mule-Hide, FastLap and SealLap are U.S. registered trademark. All rights reserved.
©2002 Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. • Printed in USA • MH LIT# 90.00510 • Rev. 3 2/14
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The information herein should not be considered all-inclusive and should always be accompanied by a review of the Mule-Hide specifications and
guidelines and good application practices.
This information herein is based upon data and knowledge considered to be true and accurate at the time of printing and is provided for the
reader’s consideration, investigation and verification. No statement made by anyone may supersede this information, except when done in writing
by Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. does not warrant any results to be obtained. Statements concerning possible use
of Mule-Hide products are made without knowledge of your particular roof and such an application may not be fit for your particular purpose.
MULE-HIDE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, except written warranties attached to Mule-Hide products and written warranties signed by an officer of Mule-Hide.
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